The Department of Film and Media Studies

Second annual

ANNIE HALL AWARDS

For Outstanding Undergraduate and Graduate Essays

Named in honor of the beloved, aptly-named, and long-serving Academic Departmental Administrator who did so much to enrich the experience of so many of our students, faculty and the Emory community, the Annie Hall Awards recognize outstanding essays produced by undergraduate and graduate students enrolled in courses offered by or cross-listed with the Department of Film and Media Studies at Emory University.

Any one paper completed for a course between April 10, 2014 and April 10, 2015 may be submitted by a student or an instructor (on a student’s behalf).

PRIZES

$500 – 3 Awards: 2 First Place Undergraduate Awards, one in each of the following categories: theoretical/critical essay and historical/industrial essay & 1 First Place Graduate Award.

$250 – 3 Awards: 2 Second Place Undergraduate Awards, one in each of the following categories: theoretical/critical essay and historical/industrial essay & 1 Second Place Graduate Award.

SUBMISSION CRITERIA

• The undergraduate contest is to open to all students enrolled in any undergraduate course offered by the Film and Media Studies Department, or any course cross-listed with the Department, or otherwise approved to satisfy requirements within the Film or Media Studies major or minors.

• The graduate contest is restricted to students currently enrolled in the MA and 4+1 program in Film and Media Studies.

• Students may submit only one essay for consideration, and faculty members may submit only one essay by any particular student.

• Essays should be not less than 5 pages in length.

• Honors and Master Theses, or other longer works representing more than a single semester’s academic effort are not eligible for consideration.

• Essays should be submitted in substantially the same form as they had been originally turned in to the instructor of the course for which they were written.

• Citations should be included as appropriate, following the guidelines established by the instructor of the course for which the essay was originally written.

Submissions must be received no later than April 10th, 2015

Send your essays to mndowns@emory.edu

***IMPORTANT FOR UNDERGRADUATES: When submitting your essay, be sure to specify whether you would like it to be considered for the theoretical/critical essay award or the historical/industrial essay award.***